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Abstract. I.anguages of the form L1 = {a”: II 3 l}, L? = {(cl/~” I ‘: n, HI -- i}, L, = {~~fh-” i”’ tk: 
11, m, k ‘;z 1). etc. differ in what may be called ‘depth’. It turns out that this depth is closely 
related to the structure of finite state automata associated with EDTOI. systems generating these 
languages. For a giLen system the corresponding automaton is defined, and the relevant charac- 
teristics of its structure arc examined. 
Introduction 
The cycle rank of a finite state automaton is related to the star-height of a regular 
expression for the language accepted by the automaton [l]. In this paper a similar 
notion, edge cycle rank, will be shown to be related to the generating power of 
EDTOL systems. 
For each system a finite state automaton can be constructed whose vertices are 
the subsets of the set of variables and whose labeled edges correspond to the set 
maps induced by the tables of the system. It is apparent that the structure of this 
automaton is related to the generating power of the corresponding system. For 
example, if the automaton has no closed paths, then the language generated by 
the system must be finite. 
A measure of complexity of the structure of a finite state automaton is edge 
cycle rank. Basically the edge cycle rank of a strongly connected component of a 
digraph is n if it is not less than 12, but the removal of one edge reduces it to less 
than rz. EDTOL systems can be ranked by the complexity of the associated finite 
state automata. This complexity will be reflected in properties of the languages 
generated by these systems. For example, consider the sequence L1= (a”: ~12 I}, 
Lz = {(ab”)“‘: 1’1, IN 2 11, LJ = {(a(b~“)“‘)~: II, nz, k _ 2 I}, etc. These languages exhibit 
a property which may be termed increasing depth. It will be shown that this depth 
corresponds to the number of components of maximal edge cycle rank in the 
associated automata. 
This paper is organized in the following manner. 
In Section 1 basic notation and definitions are introduced. in addition a .pumping 
lemma’ type theorem which will be useful throughout is presented. 
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In Section 2 the structure of the underlying digraph for a finite state automaton 
is examined. Definitions of edge cycle rank and related notions are introduced 
along with some useful graph theoretic properties. In addition the automaton 
associated with an EDTC,L system is formally defined. 
In Section 3 the structure of the associated automata is shown to be related to 
the structure of the languages generated. 
1. Preliminaries 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of language 
theory (as In [6] for xxz pie), L systems [4], and graph theory [5]. The following 
arc some definitions and notation to be used in this paper. 
Definition 1.1. For a word w and a symbol A, gtl( w ), denotes the number of 
occurrences of A in NJ, min w denotes the set of symbols occurring in W, and 1~1 
denotes the number of symbols occurring in W. 
Definition 1.2. For an alphabet V and woris x and y, x’ 5 I~)’ if for each symbol 
A iri V, #& ,I c #,I( y). x +y if x +y ant for some A in V, #..z(.~)~ Y&(Y). 
Definition 1.3. Let G = (V, :“P, S, Yoj be an ETOL system. Then maxr G denotes 
maximum right-hand side of G = max(la 1: A -+ Q is a production in G}. A symbol 
,4 E 1,’ is mticc if there exists a production A --*a in G such that cy f A. Throughout 
this paper it will be assumed that no terminal symbol is active, and to shorten the 
list of productions in a table, productions of the form a + n for cz E ,V will be. omitted. 
Definition 1.4. Let D: S = rz~~+~~ ~~ $‘z We =+ l l 9 +7h,, be a derivation in G. 
Then prop W, = propagating symbols in \q denotes the word formed from Myi by 
erasing all symbols of IV; which :,, ~1-1~ to an empty subword of w,, in D. (D: w,) 
&notes the initial :b;ubderivation D: S = w,,di 9 - 9 d wi of D and ( w, : D ) denotes 
the terminal subderivation D: W, 3’; * I * l . =+“*I w,, of D. A derivation is called actirc 
if II-, f w, . 1 for i = 9, . . , 1-z - 1. 
The major tools in this paper will be replications of derivations. Suppose 
s 
t.1 
n *+r ‘. . ‘(I :I 2[ * ‘1 ‘2 * ’ ‘=w,,, E2? 
arc two derivations in a given ETOL system, (3, and supp~-a for some i ant! i, 
mill lli - mm I*,. ‘l’hcn a rt’w derivation can be constructed by replicating the 
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derivation from Ui in D1 on vi in D2. That is, D: : S = 
v&9’ ’ ’ . •jslvijT~+l~;+l *. . . .jTnv;+,,_i EC*. This construction is called rep- 
licating (Ui:Dl) on (02: Vi). 
In the deterministic case the branches from all occurrences of a symbol, A E 
min Ui, are identical, and this branch will be the branch from each occurrence of 
A in vi in 0:. Frequently the special case will be considered where uj s vvi. Then 
clearly the length of the word derived by 0: will be equal to or greater than the 
length of the word derived by D1. 
Frequently a derivation can be replicated on itself. It will then be possible to 
replicate the new derivation on itself. Suppose D : S = wO+*~ w 1+ l l * JT7 w, = w E 
C* is a derivation and for some i and j, i <j, and min Wi = min w,. Let D ‘: S = 
W(&* l .*Tiwi*Tt+I. . .jTrwi*Tn+l. l l & w1 E C* be constructed by replicat- 
ing (1Yi: D) on (D: wi)a Then (wi: D ‘) can be replicated, (D *: WI). Continuing in this 
manner it is possible to construct a sequence of derivations 
Constructing tnis sequence is called replicating ( wi : D) on (D : wi) repetlted!y. 
An important instance of repeated replication is the case when min prop tt’i = 
min prop \*pi and prop MTi <I,* prop wi. Then clearly I\:?/ c iw ‘1 and in fact IH?‘~‘~ < 
I 11 ‘k+*‘l for k 20. Moreover it can be shown that for each ETOL system G the 
derivations of sufficiently long words in L(G) will satisfy min prop \vi = min prop MJ; 
and prop M’i <,’ prop wi for some i and j. To show this some definitions and a 
combinatorial theorem from [3] are needed. 
Let N=set of non-negative integers and consider the space N” with the partial 
ordering given by the product ordering, i.e. if p1 = (x 1, . . . , x,,) and p2 = ( y 1, . . . , y,t ), 
thenp~~p~ifandonlyif.ui~yi,i=l,...,rz.r)efineIp~I=_~~+x~+”’+X,. 
Definition 15 Let f be a function f: N + N. Then a sequence of points p 1, ~2, . . . , y, 
contained in N” is bounded by f if I pi I s f(i) for i = 1, . . . , r. 
Definition 1.6. Let S = pl, . . . , pr be a sequence in N”. Then an h-chain in S is a 
subsequence pi,:, pIz, , . . , pi,, with il < i2 < l l * <ii, and pi1 zs pi2 5 l l l (-JJ~,,- 
Theorem 1.1. L-et f be CI function f: N -+ N. Then for every pair of positive integers 
u there exists ml integer N determined by f, h, and n s~cch thct every sequence 
pohts ill IV” bowldcd by f and of length greater thnrz N contains an h-ch’n. 
11, 
of 
The reievance of this theorem is that given a derivation D: S = I. 
w(,+ l l * +I w,,, E p in an ETOL system G=(V,P,S,X) where V= 
IA l,“., A,,}, a sequence of points in N” can be constructed by mapping each word, 
\vi, in D to the point pi I= (#A1(wi), . . . , #A, (M’i)). Call this sequence the sequence 
of D. Sinte Ipi1 is bounded by f(i) = (maxr G)‘? there exists an N for every h such 
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that if the derivation is longer than N ttere $11 be an h-chain, pi,, . . . , Pi,,, in the 
sequencepi,. . . , pN. The derivation U’i, + l l l + bt’i,, will be referred to as an h-chain 
in D. 
In fact we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Given an ETOL-system G = (V, 9, S, .Z), then for every h there exists 
an .kf such that if w E L(G) and (wI>M, then for every derivation D: S = 
wo=+ l * . =3 U’,, =win Gthereexistil,iz,.. ~‘1, withii<ij,+j=l ,..., h-l arid 
(a) min Wil = min \Ui,, ,, 
(by mln prop M’i, = min prop \t’i, + , arzd prop &vi, < c’ prop cvi, + ,. 
Proof. Suppose V = {A 1, . . . , A,,,}. For a given derivation D : S = w@- 9 l 3 w,, 
consider the sequence PO, p1, y23 - l ’ Y Pn in W’ where pi = 
l #&prop Wi), #&prop Wi), . . . , #~,,,(prop Wi)), i = 0, . . . , Il. Clearly Iprop tt’i + I/ c 
maxr G - /prop w, I. Therefore the sequence is bounded by j’ where f(i) = (maxr G)‘. 
Now consider the subsequence of points of increasing absolute value. That is, let 
y(j= p() and given qi = y, let 9i + 1 =pkwherek-q’,Ip&(pilandfort=j+l,...,k-1, 
ip,i ~2 ]p& Clearly the sequence Q = qo, 91, . . . , is also bounded by f. By Theorem 
I,1 there exists an M such that if Q is longer than N then qo, 91, . . . ,9N contains 
a 2’“%-chain where 1 VI = m. Then if Iw] > (maxr G)” then the sequence 0 has 
more than N points and the derivation D of w will contain an h-chain satisfyi,“g 
(a) and 0~). !YJ 
Some irn’portant observations need to be made here. 
Remark 1.1. Theorem 1.2 is equally applicable to a subderivation. That is, rather 
than beginning tile sequence with w o it is possible to begin with ~$1;. Then the 
sequence of points will be bounded by g where ‘q(i) = (maxr G )A ” and an N 
necessary for an I?-chain can still be found. 
Remark 1.2. It is important to note that the &chain will occur in the initial N + 1 
points of the sequence @ SCJ tt at Iprop IZ’i,, I is bounded by f(N) for a ~IIOWII IV. 
2, Edge cycle rank of EDTOI, systems 
Consider the languages L, = (0”: 12 2 1}, I_, = {(a/?)“‘; II, 112 Is I}, f_j = 
{w/w”)“‘~~:~~, 111, k 3 l} etc. These languages all bclo~~g to .YtEDTOL) and ditfel 
by what may be called depth. The structure of the EDTOiL systems generating 
these languages characterizes this depth. 
The ‘canonical’ way to generate L2 is to construct a system which in each 
derivation first generates a word which counts the number of II’S in the derived 
wvrd, and then for each symbol in this word generates a string of KS. For example, 
consider the following: 
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Example 2.1. Let G = ({S, A, B, X, a, b), {Tl, Tz, T& S, (a, 6)) where TI = 
(S+SA,A+A,B+X,X-,X), Tz=(S+AB,A+AB,B+B,X-+X), and T3= 
{A + a, B -, b, X +X). Then every derivation of a word in L(G) is of the form S 
=$-I SA +*I SAA +*I SAA l 8 9 A 3*’ ABAB - 9 . AB JT2 ABB ABB l a l ABB 
** . . +*zABB.. . BABB . . . B . . . ABB . . . B+*.J(ab”)“‘, 
The set of symbols occurring in each word of the derivations can be us’ed to 
construct the following finite state automaton: 
cl a, b (2.1) 
The cycle at the vertex S, A is traversed to increase nz, and the cycle at the vertex 
labeled A, R is traversed to increase n. In a similar way the finite slate automaton 
associated with the system G = {S, A, B, C, a, b), {T,, T2, T3, T4}, (,g, b, c)) where 
T,=(S-+SA,A-+A,B-+X,C+X,X-+X}, T2=(S-+AB,A-+AB,B-+B,C+ 
X,X+X), T~={S+X,A+a,B+BC,C-,C,X-,X}, and T4={S-+X,A-+ 
X, B + b, C + c, X +X} which generates L 3 contains the following underlying 
digraph: 
_0--8_8_&@ t2s2) 
Now consider the language L1 = {(a (b l - - (ah ‘lk )‘I, I l l - )“2)‘i1: k 2 1, trj 3 1 for 
1 s i s k - 1, II~ 2 0). The cycle structure for the associated automaton will be 
considerably more complex in order to reflect the unbounded depth in the words of 
L ‘. Let G = ({S, A, B, X, a, b}, {T,, Tz? T3, T,), S, {a, 6)) be the EDTOL system 
where Tp={S-*SA,A+A,B+X,X+X}, T2=(S+1,A+AB,B+B,X+X), 
Tz=(A+a, B+bS,S+X,X+X} and T4={S+X,A+a, B+b,X+X}. Then 
L(G) = L ‘, and the finite state automaton associated with G is the following: 
3) 
The increased complexity of this automaton is seen in the structure of the subgraph, 
G ‘, of G consisting of the vertices [a, h, S}, {a, b, S, A}, and {A, B, a, b} and their 
incident edges. 
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It is apparent that the number of cycles along the path from S to the terminal 
vertex in (2.1) and (2.2) reffects the depth of the languages L2 ‘and L3 and the 
complexity of G ’ in (2.3) reflects the unbounded depth of L ‘. In order to generalize 
these concepts and to formally #characterize th  structure of a digraph, wz need the \ 
following definitions from graph theory. Let G be a connected igraph with vertices 
V and edges E. G will be represented by the ordered pair G = (V, E). 
Definition Xl_. A path from 2’ to w in G is a sequence of vertices in V, u = 
lL’(), c 1, s . . , u,, = w, n 2 0 such that (ui, ui+l) is an edge in E for i = 0, . . . , n - 1. (Note: 
a vertex by itsell is a path.) A closed path is a path for which u. = u,,, and a simple 
closed pat/z is a closed path for which ui # uj for 0 s i <j s IZ - 1. 
Definition 2.2. A strongly connected component of G is a subgraph, G ‘, of G such 
that for every pair, 01, a2, of vertices in G1 there is a path in G’ from o 1 to t,z and 
a path in G ’ from t’? to ul. (Note: ‘11 could equal ~2.) 
Definition 2.3. A sectiofl of G is a maximal strongly connected component. 
Let G be a digraph. The urzdirectcd uersiwz of G, u(G), is the undirected graph 
with the same vertices and edges as G i.e. the edges of G are no longer considered 
to have a direction. (Note: edges between the same vertices in G in different 
directions produce multiple edges in u (G L 1 
Definition 2.4. Let G be an undirected graph. An e&e biconrzcctcd conrpormt or 
&u’componcnt of G is a subgraph, G ‘, of G such that for every pair of distinct vertices 
L’ I, I-;! in G ’ there exist at least two edge disjoint paths from lql to ~2. (Note: a single 
vertex is an ebicomponent.) 
The folPlowing shows that in some sense ebicomponent is the undirected version 
of strongly connected com,,i.t lL.lt. 
Proof. If S consists of a single vertex, thcr the result follows immediately. Let ~1. 
2’: be a pair gf distinct vertices in S for which there are not two edge disjoint 
connecting FjathS in rt(S), and kt Pi: 111 =~1, ~2, . . . , .I-,, = ~1 Ljnd Pz: ~‘2 = 
J’ 1 , 1’ 2. - - . , J’,,, = cl bc two paths bctwcen these two vertices in S SUC”~ that Pi and 
Yz contain no closed paths. It will be shown by induction on the number of edges in 
PI CI Pz that II (P, u PJ contains two edge disjoint paths from ~‘1 to ~7:. 
Suppose PI CJ P2 has two edges. Then PI is cl, 1~~ and P2 is ~2, u1 and the result 
holds. If PI and P7 are edge disjoint, then two edge disjoint paths exist in rr(P1 u P& 
Assume that PI ~1 PI, has more than two edges and that i is the least integer such 
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that the edge (xi, xi+*) is in both PI and P2, Let k be the greatest integer such that 
the edges (xi, ~jtl), (xi+19 xj+z), . . . 9 (x~_.~, xk) belong to both P1 and P2 i.e. xi = yl, 
Xj+l = Yl+l, l l l 3 xk = y, for some 1 < I < r < m. Construct the path Pi with directed 
edges (xi, x2), (~2, x3), . . . 9 (xj-l,xj), o+, YLI), (YM, yl-2), . . o 9 (~2, ~1) andthepath 
pi with directed edges (X,, &-lh h-1, ~-21,. . . , (Xktl, Xkh (Yr, Yr+d9 
( yr+1, yr+z), l ’ * 9 ( Y,-~, Y,,~). Let Py and Pi be P’, and PG with ail closed paths 
removed. Then PI connects ~1 to ~2, Pi connects 02 to ur, u (P;‘u PZ) z u (PI u P2), 
and P’iuPi has fewer edges than P1 uP2 since the edges (Xi, .Tj+l), . , . , bk-1, xk) 
have been removed. cl 
Definition 2.5. Let G be a graph, and let e be an edge of G. Then G/e is the 
subgraph of G formed by removing thz edge e. 
Edge cycle rank of an ebicomponent of a graph G is now defined recursively as 
follow:;: 
Definition 2.6. The edge cycle rank of atz ebicomponent, S, of an undirected graph, 
G, ECR(S), is 0 if S consists of a vertex with no edge to itself. ECR(S) = k > 0 if 
(i) ECR(S) is not less than k and 
(ii‘) there exists an edge, e, in S such that for each ebicomponent, S’, of S/t, 
ECR(S’) < k. 
It should be noted here that if S is an ebicomponent with ECR(S) = k, then for 
each edge e in S, S/e contains an ebicomponent, S,, such that ECR(S,.) = k - 1. 
For example, consider the graph S below. ECR(S) = 2 for removing any edge 
from S leaves a graph which contains a closed path. The edge cycle rank of the closed 
path= 1. 
For directed graphs we have the following special version of edge cycle rank. 
Definition 2.7. The urldirected edge--cycle rurlk of a strongly connected component S 
of a digraph G, UECR(S) = ECR(&)). 
Definition 2.8. For a digraph, G, UECR(G) = max{UECR(S): S is a section of G}. 
It should be noted here that the sections of G are found before considering the 
undirected versior rather than considering the maximal ebicomponents of u(G ). 
The results are significantly different. 
The following propositions will he useful in the sequel. 
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Proposition 2.2. Let G be a digraph and G’ a subgraph of G. Then UECR(G’) s 
UECR(G). 
Proof. Clearly the sections of G’ are contained in the sections of G. Let S’ be a 
section of G’ contained in S a section of G. By Proposition 2.1 u(S’) and u(S) are 
ebicomponents of u(G). Suppose ECR(u(S’)) = k. Then for each edge, e, in u(S), 
u(S’)/e contains an ebicomponent SL such that ECR(S:) = k - 1. Then for each 
edge, 4, in u(S) if e is not in u(S’) then u(S)/e contains u (9) and if e is in u(S’) 
then tl(S)/e contains S:. Therefore u(S) is at least k. U 
Proposition 2.3. Let S be a section of a digraph G. Then UECR(S) = 1 if and only 
if S consists entirely of a simple closed path. 
Proof. Glcarly the condition is sufficient since the removal of an edge in U(S) leaves 
a graph which is a single vertex with no self-edges or has two end points with only 
one path between them. If S has no closed paths, then it must be a single vertex 
and ECR(M (S)) = 0. Therefore suppose S consists of more than a simple closed 
path, Let C: cl, cz, . . . , U, = ul be a simple closed path in S. Since S is strongly 
connected then each path which leaves C must eventually return. Since C is properly 
contained in S then for some vertices cj and z*, in C there must be a path from L’, 
to t’, which does not intersect C except at the endpoints. Pictorially we have the 
following subgraphs of S: 
that EC‘RIIILS)) > 1. :_I 
It may be noted that if ,‘?I ;ind S2 arc twcl sections of a digraph, G, then thcrc 
cannot be palhs in G from tqi to L’? and from ~‘2 to cl, for 11~ in S, and I’? in S2 
otherwise 1’1 and ~-2 would be in the same strongly CV- ,,,,t\<tcd component. Thercforc 
WC have the following definitions. 
Rcfinitior~ 2.9. The section tree of a digraph G, set G, is the digraph with vertices 
k~klcd with the sections of G and edges corresponding to paths between sections, 
l.c. WC’ G = I V, E) ~.here { 1’ = S: S Is a section of G) and (S1, S+ E if there exists 
;I p3th from il ~crtcx in S1 to ;i vertex in &. 
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Definition 2.10. The maximum section height of a digraph G, height G, is the 
maximum number of sections of maximum undirected edge cycle rank on any path 
in set G. 
Definition 2.11. For a digraph, G, let R(G) be the ordered pair R(G) = (u, m) 
where u = UECR(G) and m = height G. 
Note that in (2.1) R(G) = (1,2), in (2.2) R(G) = (1,3), and in (2.3) R(G) = (2, 1). 
Now define an ordering on digraphs by comparing R(G). 
Definition 2.12. For a pair of digraphs, GI and Ga, R (GI) < R ((72) if R (G1) = 
(ul, ml) and R(G2) = (u2, m2) where 14~ 42 or u1 = u2 and r?zl <nz2. 
Proposition 2.4. If G 1 arzd G are digraphs &h G 1 E G, therz R (G 1 ) s R ( G). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 UECR(GI)s UECR(G). Suppose equality holds but 
height Gi > height G. Then there exists a path, P in set G, with more sections of 
maximal undirected edge cycle rank than on each path in set G. Since each section 
in G1 is contained in a section of G, two of the maximal sections on P must be in 
the same maximal section of G. Let If1 and Hz be two such sections on P, and 
suppose they are contained in the sectitin H of G. Since H1 and HZ are disjoint, 
for each edge, e, in H, either e does not belong to H1 or does not belong to HZ. 
Therefore u(H)/e contains rr(H1) or u(Hz) and hence UECR(G) = ECR(rd(H )) > 
ECR(lr (HI 1) = UECR( G,), a contradiction. Kl 
Now it is possible to define R(L) for an EDTOL language Ld. In the usual way 
the definition will be presented for an EDTOL system first, and then R (LJ will be 
defined by minimizing over all systems which generite L. 
For an EDTOL system G = (V, P, S, C) first construct a finite state automaton 
from the set maps induced by the tables in P. That is, let G’ = (Q’, X1, S ‘, 4& F’) 
where 0’ = 2”, 4:) = {S), F’ = 2’, and 2’ = {.fT : T E P} where .fr : 2” + 2 ” is defined 
by f’7.6) = SZ if for some word ~~~~ with min W* = S,, ~7~ +‘I M’~ where \t!? f \tfl anr: 
. 
mm \t’? = L c ?. 
(The condition M*;! # it l removes edges corresponding to the identity map on 
words.) And fi’:Q’xS’+Z” is defined by S’(&,JT) =fT(S1). Now remove al’ 
unreachable and non-terminating vertices from G’. The finite state arrtmzntor~ 
associated wirlz G, 6, is constructed from G ’ by removing all states S * and incider‘t 
edges to S1 for which there is no path from 4.‘. to S ’ or no path from S’ to :I 
member of F’. 
Definition 2.13. For an EDTOL system G, R(G) = R(G) where G is the f.s.a. 
associated with G. 
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Definition 2.14. For L E .Z’(EDTOL), R(L) = min{R(G): G is an EDTOL system 
and L(G) = L}. 
Each active derivation D in a system G determines a path in 6, and the vertices 
and edges along this path determine a subgraph of 6. Given an active derivation 
D:S = w&=‘- . l +Tn w,,, let I? be the subautomaton of 6, d = (Qo, GO, SD, 40, &) 
where QD={minwi:i=O,...,n}, &={minw,}, ~D={~T:T=T~ for some i= 
1 * - 7 n}, and SD:QD X& + Q. is defined by &(min wi, fTi+l) = min wi+l. NOI/ 
dkfine R (D ) = R (fi). Considered as directed graphs, clearly fi E & Thus we have 
the following. 
Proposition 2.5. For an EDTOL system, 6, et‘ery active deritlatiolt, D, irz G sahsfies 
R (D ) s R (G ) where for some derivation equality holds. 
Proof. 6 is contained in e and so by Proposition 2.4 R(D) s R(G). Let ?? be a 
section in G. There exists a path in 6 from (S) to a vertex, V, in 3, and for each 
edge c&, $1 in 3 there are paths in 3 from V to S1 and from Sz to V. Construct 
a derivafion by following these paths until every edge in ?$ is traversed. Then clearly 
6 will contain $. In a similar way it is possible to construct a derivation D for 
which d contains all the sections of maximal undirected edge cycle rank on the 
path in set G with the maximum number of such sections, in which case R (6) = 
R&. 7 
3. Edge qcle rank and1 EXTOL languages 
By increasing edge cycle rank in EDTOL systems one can create a hierarchy oc 
classes of EDTOL languages. These classes can be further divided by consideri! g 
the maximal section height ,-,C the associated automata. Let EDTOL~lt:~.R,,, dent tc 
the EDTOL systems G for which UECR(& 5 i and let EDTOLR,,.,, be the systems 
for which R(G I <.. (i, j). Let .Y’(EDTOL)~lI.c~~~,,, andY(EDTOL)R,l,i, be the corres- 
ponding classes of languages. 3eforc proceeding to an investigatlkln of these classes 
of languages. it may be not4 that ETOL, systems with rank as defined in [2] is a 
similar notion to EDTOI.191., .K,, ), However the languages generated by ETOL 
systems with rank = the Iznguagcs gencrated by non-expansive ETOI.. systems, 
\~3~creas Y ( hDTOI_) h”, 1.1, wnt3ins the expansiw Irlnguagc {2’: II > 1). 
I’hermsn 3.1. r/ ( EDTOLI,~, (‘t<,t,i II= FIN. 
k’ro0f. Each kinitc set can be generated by an EDTOL. system with one table for 
k-xh morcf in the set niappin g the start symbol to that word. Clearly 6 contains 
no qckc; :and UECRt G) = 0. If on tk other hand UECR(G \ = 0, then 6 contains 
no cocks. Sinw for each deri\~ation D in G, fi c &, then the number of steps in 
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D which are not the identity map on words is bounded 
e, and therefore L(G) is finite. Cl 
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by the height of the tree 
Theorem 3.2. The classes Z(EDTOL)R, l,i), j = 1,2, . . l form an infbde hierarchy 
in .2VWIDL) UECR( I)- 
Proof. Let X1, X2, X3,. . . be distinct symbols. For j = 1,2, . . . let Li = 
{(X,(X, l l l (Xi_lXin,)“J ’ l * ’ pp: n1 a 1 2 i > j}. It will be shown that RtLj) = 
(1, j). For simplicity of notation suppose X1 = a and x2 = b and X3 = C. 
Consider the EDTOL system G = ({S, a}, {Tl, Tz), S, {a}) where T1 = 
(S+Sa,a+a) and T2=(S+a,a+aj. Clearly L(G)=L1, 
and R(G) = (1, 1). By Theorem 3.1 there is no G generating L 1 for which 
UECR(G)=O. Therefore R(L1)=(l, 1). 
The system G in Example 2.1 generates L 2. Therefore a (L2) i ( I, 2). It will be 
shown that for each system G generating L2 there exists a derivation, D, in G for 
which R(D) 3 (1,2). Since 6 C_ 6, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that R (L$ = 
U,2). 
Suppose G = (V, P, X, E) with L(G) = Lz and suppose R i(3) = (1, 1 L Let w,~,,,~ = 
(ab ” )“* E L 2. n and 
SO 
that for each n 2 1, each derivation, L‘, of it’,l.,, can be factored into D: S = 
Magi $ \t’i, A w,, A CV,,,,,, where 
(a) min \q, = min wf,?, 
(b) min prop MP~, = min prop ~1,~ and prop NJ,, <: cJ prop bviz, and 
(C) f?l > 2 l /prop )t(i2j s 
NOW let h' = move”* + 1, let 12 = 2”” l /I’+ 1. sy Remark 1.2 it is possible to choose 
rz sufficiently large so that 
(d) there exists an h-chain in D beginning after wiz. 
Let FTZ and n be chosen and suppose D is a derivation of K,,~~. 
By (a) 6 contains the closed path 
C: min U’i,, min u’i, + 1, . . . , min Wi,. 
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Let C1 be the simple closed path underlying C. (C might traverse Cl several times.) 
By (c) there must be a symbol A occurring in wi, such that the branch from A 
ends in a subword of w~,~,, containing two a’s, i.e. A =%xab”ay for some x, y E C*. 
Then if ( wi, : D j is replicated repeatedly on (D: wi7) the branch from an occurrence 
in A in wiz will again derive this subword. Therefore repeated replication fixes n 
but since it increases word length, increases m. . 
By (d) D may be factored O:S~W~~~W~,~W~,~W~,~~~~~~~ l l $ 
yr, s ~t’,*,m where u’i, 3 l l 9 &+wi,, is an h-chain as in Theorem 1.2. If the vertex 
min tt’j, does not appear on the closed path Cl then D contains two distinct closed 
paths. Moreover the path in D from min Wi, to min Wjl must also be along Cl, 
otherwise the section of d containing Cl would consist of more than a simple 
closed path. Since the path in 6 from min Wi, to min \qh circles Cl repeatedly, 
min w,, must appear between min lYil and min wi, + 1 for I = 1, . . . , k - 1. Therefore 
D can be factored into D : S = \tJ,,A wil G \+yiZA wkl A wk2& l l l G wk,,,G M~,~,,), with 
min w,, = min wk,, l= 1,. . . , h’ and min prop C\‘k, ‘I= min prop &‘k, L, and 
prop We, < Lf prop k%‘k[, ,, / = 1, . . . , h’ - 1. (The factor 2’“” in h guarantees 
min prop wk, = min prop u’k,, , .) 
For each word Wk,, I= 1, . . . , h ‘, consider the word formed by erasing the symbols 
in it’k, which do not branch to a subword of w,,,,,, containing an a. Since the number 
of a’s in ~2*,*,,,~ is nt, the length of each of these words is at most rn. Therefore, since 
lI’~+‘f”* +lVl”’ ‘+. . . + ]VI’, two of these words will be identical. Suppose 
this occurs for M?k, and &,. Factor D into n: S = h’,) 2 IV,, & M’I, & \I’/+ _; \S’k, s \tqrl ,,).
C’karly, repeatedlv replicating t \t~~,: D ) on (D: &,) fixes /II, and so it must increase 
the number of h’s. 
Suppose the path in E. min \t’ilq min q, + 1, . . , min w!, circles C1 p times, and the 
path min lifL,, . . . , min Q, circles C1, q times. Then replicating i w,, : D 1 on (D: w,,) 
q tiimes produces the same derivation as replicating (it’&: D) on (D: IQ) p times. 
However in the former replication /?z is fixed and in the latter N is fixed, so that 
111 and II must both be fixed. B;It prop \t’i, < LP prop \I*,_, so that word length is 
increasing, a contradiction 
The proof t’:lat R(L3) = (1,3; is similar. It is only necessary thaf after uz and II 
arc chosen to choose k sufficiently large so that each derivation of a word 1%’ =
MkG I” )“I contains an {l-chain where /I is long enough hf. replicating on some 
suhchain tixcs IN and II but increases k. Sirnilarlv 
Proof. Cormsidcr the language 1, - {~~k~~“~~~c’i~c l l . C*“Q~LJ (0 9 1 l (cz/I”~ l 9 . )“2)“1: 
k 7‘= 1, IZ, ~2 i for 1 sj s k - 1, ?zk 3 0). A system G generating L can be constructed 
whost: associated automaton is similar to the one shown in (2.3). Therefore R (L ) 5 
(11, 1 A It is necessary only to show that there does not exist an EDTBL system G 
~~ntlr~~ting I. for which R ((3 1 = ( 1, k ) for some k. Suppose one such G = (V, P, S, 1} 
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exists. The number of d’s in a word, w, of L will be called the depth of w. It will 
be shown that for each k >O, there exists a word w of depth k such that for each 
derivation D of w, 6 contains k closed paths, each of which when traversed 
increases a different nj while fixing the others. It will follow th:It no two consecutive 
closed paths can be the same, so that either 6 contains at Icast k sections with 
UECR = 1 or some section of 6 has UECR = 2, and thereke R(G) r, (1, k) for 
each k ~0. 
Let L,={ wor d s in L of depth k}. Let W,,,, ,,2,. . , ,,k = {dk~“*lec ‘% l l l 
dnke(a(b l . l (dnk l ” )““)? ml anl, nl$ti2,. . . , mk ?vzk}. Let h = klVlk + 1. 
Choose n 1 sufficiently large to ensure that for each w E W,,,, 1,1,1,. ,I there exists 
an h-chain wi, & Wi, A l 9 -&vi, in each derivation D of w such that 
(a) min \“il = l l l = min Wi,,q 
(b) min pr 3p lt’i, = a l * = mir, prop Wi,, and prop wi, < L’ l * * < i’ prop Wiht and 
(C) n 1 > 2 l 1 PrOp N’i,, 1. 
For each w’il in this chain form the initial subword of prop wi, by erasing all symbols 
which do not branch to a subword of w containing a d. By the size of h, two of 
these subwords must be identical. Suppose this is the case for wi, and wi,. Then 
repeatedly replicating ( wir: D) on (D : wj,) fixes the number of d’s and hence the 
depth of the derived word. Moreover since n 1> 2 l lwi,l, some symbol in wi, branches 
to a subword of 1%’ containing _ua(b 9 - l tab”&) . l l )“‘ay for some s, ~7 ES* so that 
112, . . . , uk are fixed by this repeated replication, and only nl is increased. Let C 
be the closed path, C: min wj,,. . . , min \vi,, in 
contained in C beginning with min wj,. 
Let C1 be the simple closed path 
Now let Iz’ = (k +ttl + l)lVl ‘k +“l +I’ + 1 and let h 1 = 2’“’ l II ’ + 1 and choose rz 2 
suticiently large to ensure for each w E W,,,, ,12, 1, 1, _ . . , l there exists an /r-chain, 
H’, I s ’ l l &,,, in each derivation D of w such that jl > iI, and 
(a) min I-*,, = l - l = min IS’,,,,, 
(b) min prop wi, = l l l = min prop NQ,~, and prop q, < c’ l . l < ir prop Q,, and 
(C) tZ2 > 2 * /prop 1V j,,, I. 
If the path r~Din w,,, . . . , min M’jhl in d is along Cl, then min wi, must appear between 
minlq, and minkq,+l for I=l,...,/zl--- 1. Thea D can be factored D: S = 
lV[]A\Vi,AA’k,$’ ’ +t’k,,,=h’v where min uvir = min wk, = - l l = min wkl,. and 
min prop \4fkl = . 9 l = min prop M’k,,. and prop kvkl c v l * * <V prop M’+ For each MJ~’ 
in this chain find the initial subword of prop \$‘k, formed by erasing all symbols 
which do not branch to a subword of w intersecting &“*e in w By the size of Iz’ 
tw.1 of these subwords must be the same. Suppose this is the case for ~jk,, and M’k,.. 
Then repeatedly replicating (&‘k,, : D ) on (D : \%‘k,.) fixes k and n 1. Moreover since 
11~ >2 - /prop wk,, I, some symbol in WC,‘ will branch to a subword 
StJC l ’ . (&“k). . . )“‘by for some X, y E 6”, so that the repeated replication fixes 
123. * * l ) IZ~. Suppose the path min wi,, . . . , min MQ, circles C1 p times and the path 
min ~t*k,,, . . . , min wk,. circles cl q times and the path min Wi,, . . . , min wk,, is s:Ong 
Cl. Then replicating (,wir: D) on (D : wi,) q times produces the same deriyation as 
replicating (h-k,, : D) on D (: IQ,.) p times. However the first replication increases II I 
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only and the second increases n2 only, a contradiction. Therefore the closed path 
min wk,, . . . , min w&, can not be along C1 unless the path from min wi,, . . . , min u’k, 
leaves CI and then later returns which increases the UECR of tne section containing 
Cl. Continuing in this manner, constructing closed paths which when traversed 
increase tZj for some j, 1-J < * s k, and fix k and 121, I # j, yields the result. q 
In the preceding theorems the structure of words in certain languages was used 
to infer properties of the structure of the generating systems. In the remaining 
discussion this relationship will be approached the other way. That is, given that 
the associated automata has a certain structure what can be said about the words 
generated? To this end, the effect of repeated replication will be examined more 
closely. 
Suppose Do: S = w& w 1 & w2 $x0 is a derivation and w 15 w2 is a 2-chain. Then 
( w1 : Do) can be replicated on (Do: wz) repeatedly. Let W$ = A IA2 8 l 9 A,,, and 
\~?=A11 * * l AlilA l l * Atj2A,,,1 l l l A,,,j”, where A, derives the subword 
A,. - - A,,, of wz. Let ufl(Ai) be the subword of so derived from an occurrence of 
A, in wI. Then x0 = uo(A l)uo(A2) - - - uo(A,,, ). Now replicate ( wi : Do) on (Do: ~72) to 
form the derivation Di. Let ul(AJ be subword of the derived word of D1 which 
is derived from an occurrence of Ai in ~‘1. Then clearly II l(Ai) = 
I/~,(A, 1 )U(,tAiz) * * l Zdo(Ai,, 1. Moreover if the derivation is replicated repeatedly to 
form derivations D1, &, . . . deriving words X1, X2, . . . , then this recurrence rela- 
tion will always hold. That is, Xk = 14~ (A 1) l 0 l 14;. (A,,,) where I~JA,) = 
u,c dA,d. . - 14~ l(A,j, J for k 2 1. 
Example 3.1. Let G be the EDTTOL system ({A, B, a, h), {T1, T?}, A, (n, h}) where 
TI = {A + AB, B +A} and T2 = {A + ~1, B + h}. The derivations in G all have tho 
form 
A=aAB+ABBA=+ABAAB*ABAABABA=+-•. 
The recurrence relations are given by Xk = ilk (A )I(~ (B) where rrc!(A ) = AB and 
rrd.B) =A and 14k(A) = 111, ~\JL~ )i+k 1(B) and I(&?) = ilk 1(A). (Note that uk(A) = 
Xr; 1 so that uk(B)=Xk 2 and Xk =Xk Jk 2. This of course is the generating 
system for a Fibonacci rabbit populatioil.) 
If a language, L, is complete!y defined by a set of recurrence relations of this 
tvpc ior if L is the finite un:lon of sets defined this way), then it is clear that 
I_ .G CWSDTOLIK,,,I,. 
Now suppose R(G) = (I,?). Then 
structure 
for some derivation, 13, f3 will have the 
.-w / \ 
--_j 0 . . . 6.-i.*. 
;ind there will bc two placc~ whtfre D 
c:f these replications will determine 3 
can bc replicated on itself repeatedly. Each 
set of recurrence relaticx on subwords of 
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the derived word. Moreover the second set of relations can be made to involve 
subwords of the subwords of the first set. That is, suppose D: S = W& w1 & 
~2 4 w3 & w& w is a derivation where -gr I& w2 and ~3 & ~4 are two 2-chains in 19 
Suppose w1 =A1 l l l A,n and replicate (~3: D j on (D: ~4) repeatedly to form the 
derivations D”‘: s = wo~~,jW*~~~,j,,~,r,jWl;j l * * &v;k’;w (kl . 
Then the derivation from each _Ai in ~1 will eventually contain a 2-chain among 
the subwords of w3, ~4, IV:, . . . d’erived from Ai. Moreover, by repeated replication 
the 2-chains from every Ai can’be made to line up. That is for some k, Dtk) can 
be factored into II’? S&W~:&,YI &w~&w:’ &WY’ &~r’~’ where if ui, and 
14,~ are the subwords of WY’ and IV:’ derived from Ai in ~1, then min u,, = min !ii\ 
and u,, <.vuis. Replicating (~1: D) on (D: ~2) repeatedly will yield recurrence rela- 
tions on the subwords of w(~’ and replicating (w$’ :D) (II: repeatedly 
yield relations subwords these 
Ex&nple Consider EDTOL G ({A, B, C, D, n, b, C, d}, 
IL L Td, A,(c, d}> where T,={A+AB,B+A,C-+C,D-*D}, Tz = 
{A+CD,B+CD,C+CC, O+D), T~={A+A,B+B,C-+C,D~D).Aderiva- 
tion, D, for which R (D ) = ( 1,2 j is 
-2 CCD CCD CCD c CD CCD 2 ccd i-cd ccd ccd ccd ccd. 
The first set of recurrence relations yields a Fibonacci growth pattern and the 
second set yields geometric growth. In fact L ((3) = ((~~~d)‘:f is P Fibonacci number 
and r 2 0). 
It is apparent that these systems of recurrence relations could be used to formally 
define depth in languages, L, for which R(L) = (1, k). These concepts can be 
extended further to systems belonging to EDTOL, ~i~C-ricl~ for i > 1. 
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